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Solo, 4 Keys F—A—B—C each .50
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My Own United States

Revised Edition—New verses written at the suggestion of
THE NATIONAL SONG SOCIETY

Lyric by STANISLAUS STANGÉ

Music by JULIAN EDWARDS

Marziale

native land, my country dear, Where men are equal,
golden youth to silver'd age, Tho' feeble feet may

free; For thee each morn new love is born, Sweet
lag, With joy each heart bids age depart, When
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land of liberty. With tears my eyes are
gazing on our flag. The flag that ever

cresc.

filling fast, Yes, tears that joy awaits,
leads the van, Whose courage naught abates,

With-
The-

love I cry, "For you I'd die! My own United States."
flag of youth, the flag of truth! My own United States. I

Maestoso

love ev'ry inch of her prairie land, Each stone on her mountains side;
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Bing Crosby's Album of Song Souvenirs Words and Music to
including "Carolina In The Morning," "Tip Toe Through The Tulips" and others. In-
cluded is a year-by-year commentary in the Crosby radio manner
plus arrangements of the songs for a variety of instruments.
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